
Richards Medical Research 
Lab. 



Finished in 1961, the Richards Medical Research 
Building on the university of Pennsylvania campus is 
a series of office towers spaced apart with circulation 
and mechanical towers. 



Service cores 

Stair core 



The office / laboratory corner 
windows have a distinctive 
pattern of transom - like windows 
which fit into the structure  

This distinctive appearance of 
the transoms is a product of the 
canteliever. 

The beams cross section gets 
shallower with the distance away 
from the column. 

But what is this projection 
about? 



The projection reveals the place 
where the cantilever beam 
receives a concrete joist of sorts. 

The precast joints clearly reveal 
the order of construction… what 
is supporting what. 





This is all the result of a carefully designed and 
engineered precast concrete frame. 

This frame is held up by 8 columns 



This frame is held up by 8 columns 
Which hold up 4 transverse girders 

… a two way span in a precast 
system?  
Aren’t all precast systems one way 
spanning systems? 



This frame is held up by 8 columns 
Which hold up 4 transverse girders 
And 4 perimeter beams 



This frame is held up by 8 columns 
Which hold up 4 transvers girders 
And 4 perimeter beams 
Each holding up two concrete joists 



This frame is held up by 8 columns 
Which hold up 4 transvers girders 
And 4 perimeter beams 
Each holding up two concrete joists 
Which hold up the cast in place floor slab 



The system includes many openings for ductwork and 
piping which are critical to the laboratory function. 

These rectangular openings are possible due to the 
use of Vierendeel truss girders. 



Howe (William Howe 1840) 

Pratt (Caleb Pratt 1844) 

Vierendeel (Arthur Vierendeel 1896) 

Warren (??? 1838) 

Strength of the triangle vs. strength of materials 



The frame assembles like a wooden puzzle, the girder and perimeter 
beam become part of the column cross section in the connection zone. 

Connections are developed to provide places for the precast to sit and 
be stable until post tensioning rods are installed. 



Precast columns arrive in short sections the holes are 
conduits for post tensioning rods which will connect the 
precast and provide structural continuity for the frame. 



Rods are used for post tensioning here because they are easier to 
thread through the precast parts than cables. 

The rods thread together with connectors, and are stretched with 
hydraulic rams to tension the frame. 



The slight depressions in the top of the girder with small metal 
hoops sticking up between them are shear keys. 

When the sitecast slab is poured, it will engage the shear keys 
and the hoops to make the slab and frame act together. 





With the frame complete, 
masons will begin laying 
up the utility towers which 
will provide places to 
exhaust gases from the 
lab spaces. 




